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Introduction
The recent revival of interest in neutron cross section covariances (uncertainties and correlations) is driven by the needs of advanced reactor systems and fuel cycles [1, 2] , data adjustment for the Global Nuclear Energy Partnership (GNEP) project as well as nuclear criticality safety. This interest is strongly enhanced by recent advances in computer technology and progress in radiation transport codes allowing to perform fast numerical simulations. Such simulations can substantially reduce expensive and time consuming measurements on mock-up assemblies. For these simulations to be useful, neutron cross section evaluations have to come with a trusted estimate of uncertainties. It appears that the covariance information is very incomplete even in the most recent nuclear data libraries. For example, the brand new ENDF/B-VII.0 library [3] contains neutron cross section covariances only for 13 old and 13 newly evaluated materials out of 393. The consequence of the lack of covariance information in the user community is a common misuse assuming that a given old covariance file, obtained under specific conditions, for specific cross sections or other nuclear data, can be used with a new data file, obtained under different assumptions. To remedy this problem, it is important to create new reliable covariance files, consistent with mean values to which they refer to.
The new neutron cross section covariances included in the ENDF/B-VII.0 library are sample covariance evaluations that represent a prerequisite for a much broader effort anticipated for ENDF/B-VII.1 release. In the resolved resonance region these evaluations were obtained by three different methods. The direct SAMMY was used for the covariance evaluation of 232 Th, the retroactive SAMMY for 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 160 Gd, and the Atlas-KALMAN method was used for evaluation of 89 Y, 99 Tc and 191, 193 Ir.
The first method, direct SAMMY, is the most suitable for new measurements, where the analysis of raw experimental data can be performed with powerful Rmatrix codes. The best known is the ORNL code SAMMY [4] , which automatically produces full covariance information [5] . For comparison, the European code REFIT [6] has similar capabilities in data analysis [7] , but produces diagonal covariance terms only. The code SAMMY preforms a multilevel multichannel R-matrix fit to neutron data using the Reich-Moore formalism. Experimental conditions such as resolution function, finite size sample, non-uniform thickness of sample, multiple scattering, self-shielding, normalization, background are taken into account. An important distinction of the SAMMY is the usage of the Bayes' equations, or the generalized least squares rather than the least-squares equations to update resonance parameters. The difference, making SAMMY more powerful, lies in the assumption implicit in the least squares that the prior parameter covariance matrix is infinite and diagonal [8] .
The second method is based on the idea to generate experimental data "retroactively" and then proceed with the direct evaluation as described above [9] . The motivation behind this somewhat unorthodox method, termed retroactive SAMMY [3] , is to benefit from the power of SAMMY and from huge experience accumulated over years in experimental facilities such as ORELA. An intention is to apply this method to those cases where suitable experimental data are not available. In doing so one first generates artificial experimental cross sections using the R-matrix theory with already-determined values of resonance parameters. Statistical and systematical uncertainties are assigned to each data point, estimated from past experience. Transmission, capture, fission and other data are calculated assuming realistic experimental conditions such as Doppler broadening and resolution function. Then, the SAMMY code is used to generate resonance-parameter covariance matrix.
The third method, pursued by the National Nuclear Data Center, is focusing on many cases where the use of the above two methods may not be practical. It is based on the idea to utilize another resource of information on neutron resonances, namely, the recently published Atlas of Neutron Resonances [10] . This monumental work by S.F. Mughabghab represents the 5 th edition of what was previously well known as the Brookhaven National Laboratory BNL-325 Reports. The point is that Atlas contains not only the resonance parameters, frequently adopted by many evaluations in major evaluated data libraries, but also their uncertainties. The idea is to make use of these uncertainties and convert them into neutron cross section covariances. Such a task has several distinct perspectives.
• One perspective is that we deal with a specific case of nuclear reaction modeling that one would ideally encounter when using the nuclear reaction model code EMPIRE originally designed for evaluations in the fast neutron region [11] . In EMPIRE, one is far away from a situation of having perfect model, perfect parametrization along with solid model parameter uncertainties. Yet, the resolved resonance region is pretty close to this ideal situation. One has a model, such as the Multi-Level Breit-Wigner (MLBW) formalism, with a set of well determined model parameters along with their uncertainties directly deduced from experiments. Hence, one should built on experience from coupling EMPIRE with the Bayesian code KALMAN [12] to produce covariances in the fast neutron region and expand it to the resonance region. This led to the development of the Atlas-KALMAN method, used to evaluate four materials for ENDF/B-VII.0 [3] and also to produce preliminary set of covariances for advanced reactor systems [13] .
• Another perspective is that one encounters a typical processing problem, with converting resonance parameters (file MF2 as defined in the ENDF-6 format [14] ) and the resonance parameter uncertainties (file MF32) into cross sections and cross section covariances. To this end, one should employ a suitable processing code such as PUFF [15] or ERRORJ [16] . This approach, however tempting, does not provide sufficient insight into the role of the resonance parameter uncertainties unless one is sufficiently familiar with the processing code itself.
• Still another perspective is that one deals with the task where straightforward analytical solutions are possible. This should shed sufficient light on the role of the resonance parameter uncertainties and this is the primary objective of the present paper. On practical level, such an analysis would bring us to the previous item by providing justification for conversion of uncertainty information from the Atlas of Neutron Resonances into MF32 covariances. This procedure is straightforward and should be preferred over our earlier approach of using MF33.
This paper is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we summarize formalism for neutron capture and fission cross sections. In Chapter 3 we consider single resonances and analyze the impact of the resonance parameter uncertainties and resonance parameter correlations on the neutron cross section uncertainties and correlations. Then, in Chapter 4 we extend this analysis to many resonances. Our conclusions are given in Chapter 5.
We restrict ourselves to the MLBW formalism as defined in the ENDF-6 format [14] . This is justified by a wide use of MLBW in all major evaluated nuclear data libraries and its dominant use also in the Atlas of Neutron Resonances. Furthermore, MLBW is sufficiently representative for our purposes and relatively easy to implement analytically. Although our analysis could be extended to a more sophisticated Reich-Moore formalism, it would hardly change any of our findings.
For a simplicity we restrict ourselves to s-wave processes, first discuss a single resonance, then proceed with a multi-resonance case. We will provide expressions for capture cross sections, with the understanding that the expressions for fission cross sections can be obtained by a simple transformation. For the purposes of the present paper all examples shown to illustrate our points are s-wave resonances.
For a single resonance at the energy E 0 and the neutron incident energy E, the capture cross section can be expressed by the Breit-Wigner formula as
where we dropped all indices related to quantum numbers. Here, Ż is the neutron wavelength,
m being the neutron reduced mass and the Planck constant, the spin statistical factor is given by
with J being the spin of the resonance and I the spin of the target nucleus, and the energy-dependent neutron width for s-wave neutrons is
where Γ n denotes the neutron width at E 0 . The energy dependence of the total resonance width, Γ(E), can be neglected when compared to the strong energy term in the denominator of Eq. 2.1, giving
being Γ γ and Γ f the radiative and fission width respectively. Eq. (2.1) can be rewritten to its final form
where one can explicitly see all quantities of interest to our analysis. These quantities, along with their uncertainties, can in general be found in the Atlas of Neutron Resonances [10] and include the resonance parameters E 0 , Γ n , Γ γ , Γ f and the capture kernel gΓ n Γ γ /Γ. For the case of several resonances the above expression can be generalized by performing summation over the individual resonances, denoted by the subscript r,
This is justified by the observation that there are no interference effects in neutron capture, generally when the number of primary γ-ray transitions is large. For fission cross sections the same formalism, after interchanging the subscripts γ and f in the above equations, can be applied.
Chapter 3
Cross section covariances for a single resonance
The energy-energy covariance between capture cross sections, σ γ (E) and σ γ (E ′ ) at the neutron energies E and E ′ , is given by
where p i stands for the resonance parameters E 0 , Γ n , Γ γ , Γ f , and δp i δp j is their covariance matrix. Assuming that the resonance parameters are uncorrelated,
one gets
that defines all elements of the energy-energy cross section covariance matrix. The diagonal terms, E = E ′ , contain cross section uncertainties, while the off-diagonal terms, E E ′ , contain cross section correlations.
Cross section uncertainties
The diagonal terms of the energy-energy covariance matrix are cross section uncertainties. Using a more explicit notation, this diagonal term defined by Eq. (3.3) can be written for non-fissile nuclei as
Here, ∂σ γ /∂E 0 , ∂σ γ /∂Γ n , and ∂σ γ /∂Γ γ are the partial derivatives and ∆E 0 , ∆Γ n , and ∆Γ γ are the standard deviations (uncertainties) of the resonance energy, neutron, radiative width, respectively. We note that the above equation can be easily generalized to describe actinides by adding fission term. Considering Eq. (2.6), the first term of Eq. (3.4), after normalizing it to the capture cross section, gives the relative capture cross section uncertainty
which shows strong E-dependence. Thus, for the neutron energies far away from E 0 the cross section uncertainty is small, -(5/2)∆E 0 /E 0 at E = 0 and -(1/2)∆E 0 /E 0 at E >> E 0 . For the interim energies, the leading term is 2∆E 0 /(E − E 0 ) and this explains the initial rapid growth in the relative cross section uncertainty, followed by equally rapid decrease, with a deep minimum at E = E 0 .
As an example, in Fig. 3 .1 we show 152 Gd(n, γ) for the single s-wave resonance with the resonance energy E 0 =173.8 eV known to 0.06% precision, see Table 3 .1, while Γ and Γ γ are treated as exactly known quantities. Although the cross section 
uncertainties tend to be very large, in practice they can be neglected since there is a strong anti-correlation with respect to E 0 (see Sec. 3.2) . This anti-correlation virtually annihilates contribution to cross section uncertainties due to ∆E 0 once the cross section averaging is done even over the fairly narrow energy interval around E 0 . The second term in Eq. (3.4), the energy dependence of the relative capture cross section uncertainty due to ∆Γ x , reads σ(E)
152 Gd(n, γ) where the index x stands either for n or γ. This expression gives the cross section uncertainties that are fairly constant. For the neutron energies far away from E 0 one gets ∆Γ x /Γ x for cross section uncertainty, the interim energy region is fairly flat, with somewhat complex shape close to E 0 depending on the actual value of the term (1 − 2Γ x /Γ). An example is given for 152 Gd(n, γ) for the single resonance E 0 =173.8 eV, with ∆Γ n /Γ n =2.3% and ∆Γ γ /Γ γ =6.6%, see Table 3 . 1 . Shown in Fig. 3.2 is the impact of ∆Γ n which yields complex shape around E 0 caused by Γ n /Γ being close to unity. Fig. 3.3 shows the contribution caused by ∆Γ γ that drops at E 0 since Γ γ /Γ is relatively small.
Cross section correlations
The correlation between capture cross sections is given by the non-diagonal terms, E E ′ , of the energy-energy covariance matrix, Eq. (3.3). Two possibilities will be discussed. First, we will consider the uncorrelated resonance parameters. Then, we will examine the correlation between Γ n and Γ γ using the constraint given by the capture kernel. σ(E)
152 Gd(n, γ) 
152 Gd(n, γ) For the uncorrelated resonance parameters, and following the usual practice to normalize the covariance matrix so that the matrix elements are between -1 and +1, one gets correlation matrix
where
For illustration we continue to analyze 152 Gd(n, γ) at E 0 =173.8 eV. In Fig. 3.4 , to the right, we show the relative cross section uncertainties due to both the neutron and radiative widths uncertainties, ∆Γ n and ∆Γ γ , while the resonance energy E 0 is considered to be known exactly. Then, in Fig. 3 . 5 we show a complete case, where also the resonance energy uncertainty, ∆E 0 , is considered. This has striking impact, showing up as strong anti-correlation with respect to the energy E 0 . As a consequence this anti-correlation annihilates the impact of ∆E 0 on the averaged cross section uncertainties.
Next, we examine the correlation between the resonance widths. In capture measurements the capture kernel,
shows that there is negative correlation between Γ n and Γ γ . This correlation may or may not be strong, depending on the values of the resonance widths involved. Thus, if either Γ n /Γ or Γ γ /Γ is close to the unity, the correlation is weak. If, however, these ratios are approximately equal, then the correlation between Γ n and Γ γ will be strong. The corresponding expression for the cross section uncertainty reads
where we again dropped the fission term for simplicity. The approach described here to calculate the correlation term between the resonance widths applies the generalized least squares method from the Bayesian theorem [12] . The initial values of Γ n , Γ γ , A γ as well as their uncertainties, ∆Γ n , ∆Γ γ and ∆A γ , can be taken from the Atlas of Neutron Resonances. The following relations hold for the prior covariance matrix of the resonance widths, Ψ, and the posterior matrix,Ψ,χ 
Incident Neutron Energy (eV)
σ(E)
∆σ(E)
152 Gd(n, γ) E 0 ± 0.06% Γ n ± 2.3% Γ γ ± 6.6% where V = (S ΨS T + (∆A) 2 ) −1 . The vector A(χ) represents the capture kernel calculated for the set of parameters χ ≡ {Γ n , Γ γ }. The quantity A ≡ A γ is the experimental value of the capture kernel with related variance (∆A γ ) 2 , while S is the sensitivity matrix and S T is its transpose given by
The covariance matrix for the resonance parameters is given as
We introduce the shortened notation for the correlation term between Γ n and Γ γ
The upper line of Eq.(3.10) represents the update of the Γ n and Γ γ parameters, while the lower line defines the covariance calculation for these parameters. In the prior matrix Ψ, the correlation term C is assumed to be equal to zero. Then, the calculation is iterated by replacing Ψ with the calculatedΨ until convergence is achieved. We illustrate impact of the Γ n -Γ γ correlations on capture cross section uncertainties in Fig. 3 . 6 . We choose 152 Gd(n, γ) reaction in the vicinity of the resonance at 173.8 eV and show the range of uncertainties when the correlation coefficient C varies between -0.1 and -0. 9 . One notes that low correlations result in higher uncertainties at both wings of the resonance while the opposite is true for the peak zone. The change in the cross section uncertainty can reach about 50% between physical limits of C (-1 to 0) but is less than 30% in the peak zone. Typical scale of the Γ n -Γ γ correlation is shown in Table 3 .2, in which we reproduce experimental values of C for several s-wave resonances in 152 Gd+n as reported in Ref. [18] . Generally, there is a strong negative correlation if Γ n and Γ γ are comparable and it weakens if one of the widths becomes much larger.
Averaged values
Users of neutron cross section data are primarily interested in the group-averaged cross sections and their uncertainties. Therefore, it is of practical interest to examine the impact of the covariances on the cross sections that are averaged over 152 Gd+n [10] . The correlation terms, C, between Γ n and Γ γ were taken from Ref. [18] . For all resonances g = 1. a broader energy interval. The capture cross section averaged over the energy interval ∆E around the energy E 0 can be calculated as
where ∆e is a sufficiently small energy step. Then, the averaged cross section uncertainty is
It should be pointed out that typical widths of energy bins over which the averaging is done is much larger than the width of a single resonance. Thus, in our sample case that we choose to illustrate our results, 152 Gd(n, γ), the 173.8 eV resonance falls in the group-energy interval that is orders of magnitude larger than the resonance width Γ γ = 0.03 eV. Indeed, in the 44-group structure used for nuclear criticality safety applications the relevant energy group has width orders of magnitude larger. In the 15-group structure, used in some advanced reactor systems studies, the relevant energy group spans the energy range from 22.6 eV to 454 eV, implying the bin widths more than 400 eV. The energy interval over which the cross section uncertainty is displayed in the above example, see Figs. 3.1-3.6 is less than 1 eV. This energy interval is sufficiently broad for our purposes, yet still pretty small when compared to the energy interval of any relevant group structure used in practice.
One important comment is in place. In calculating average quantities the role of correlations become important as can be seen in Eq.(3.15). As a consequence, averaged uncertainties are lower, sometimes considerably lower, than those intuitively expected considering purely diagonal terms.
Considering the anti-correlation caused by ∆E 0 , it is clear that impact of ∆E 0 on the averaged cross section uncertainty is negligible. On the contrary, ∆Γ n and ∆Γ γ are important in view of the cross section uncertainties since the related cross section correlation matrix is positive and fairly uniform. Therefore there is no cancellation that eliminates the effect of ∆E 0 . The impact of the correlation between Γ n and Γ γ may be significant and reduces the average cross section uncertainty for negative C.
Chapter 4 Cross section covariances for multiple resonances
The previous analysis can be extended to a more realistic case with many resonances. We will discuss the cross section uncertainties and then proceed with the correlations.
Cross section uncertainties
Using Eq. (3.4), the cross section uncertainty for the multi-resonance case can be worked out fairly easily. Two cases will be discussed, first we would assume uncorrelated resonance parameters, afterwards we will consider correlation between Γ n and Γ γ . For the uncorrelated resonance parameters one has 
and ∂σ ∂Γ xr
where σ r is the cross section of the resonance r and x = n, γ. The ratio σ r /σ modifies the behavior of the cross section uncertainty far from the resonance energy E 0r . If the neutron energy E is close to E 0r , then the ratio σ r /σ is almost equal to unity and Eqs. (4.2, 4. 3) become similar to Eqs. (3.5, 3.6) . For the energy E far from E 0r , the σ r /σ becomes small in the presence of another resonance and the effect of the r th resonance on the cross section uncertainty is also small. We will discuss two examples, each showing three s-wave resonances. Our first example continues with the case of 152 Gd(n, γ). We already discussed the 173.8 eV resonance, now we proceed by adding 185.7 eV and 203.1 eV resonances. For these three resonances, the calculated capture cross sections and the calculated relative uncertainties are shown in Fig. 4.1 . One can see three broad peaks in the uncertainty curve with narrow dips at the resonance energies. Possible impact of the correlation between Γ n and Γ γ is displayed by the shadowed band that corresponds to the range of values C=0.0 and -0.9. 
Cross section correlations
The energy-energy correlation between capture (fission) cross sections for many resonances can be obtained readily using Eq. (3.7) and performing summation of contributions from single resonances r. One has 4) where the subscript ν denotes different resonance parameters. When discussing correlations one can consider three options, although they may not be fully supported by the data available in the Atlas of Neutron Resonances. These options are:
• Uncorrelated parameters for each individual resonance,
• Correlations between parameters of a single resonance (short range correlation), and
• Correlations between parameters of various resonances (long range correlation).
The first option is illustrated on 241 Am(n,f) reactions in Fig. 4 . 4 . The resonance parameters and their uncertainties, given in Table 4 .1, are treated as uncorrelated. Strong and localized anti-correlation can be seen close to the resonance energies. For 241 Am(n,f), the cross section uncertainty in the thermal energy region is dominated by the 0.307 eV resonance. Consequently, the thermal cross section and uncertainty are almost fully dominated by the first positive resonance at 0.307 eV. The second option could be illustrated by continuing in the above example and including the effect of Γ n and Γ f correlation. It appears that, when looking on the correlation plot similar to Fig. 4.4 , the effects are relatively small and hence not shown here.
The third option takes into account also long-range correlations. Obviously one could consider the resonance energies as they are determined by the neutron flight path, but this effect in practice is very small and can be neglected. Of more interest would be to consider another correlation, indicated by the Atlas of Neutron Resonances, though without any strict guidance. This correlation can be inferred from the fact that often the radiative widths are assumed to be constant. In this case, the radiative widths of all resonances should be strongly correlated. Such correlations can be only estimated using ad hoc assumptions as no guidance is given in the Atlas of Neutron Resonances and we are not attempting to do so here.
Averaged values
As already mentioned the users require multi-group cross sections. The reason is that large simulation codes are not designed for point-wise cross sections that are far too detailed, rather one needs suitably averaged values, the multi-group cross sections. To this end, the processing codes such as PUFF [15] and ERRORJ [16] and NJOY [17] should be employed.
From the above discussion it is clear that the two possible ways how to obtain multi-group cross section uncertainties in the resonance region should be equivalent. If one choses to produce MF32 covariances, then PUFF or ERRORJ should be used to obtain multi-group cross section covariances from covariances of resonances parameters. If, alternatively, one chose to produce MF33 covariances, then either of the above codes can be used to obtain multi-group cross section covariances. We are not resorting to show this on any single case as such an example might not be considered as sufficiently general and it is beyond the scope of this report to go to extensive analysis of this point.
In practice, MF32 is more straightforward and provides more flexibility. Hence its use, unless prohibited by huge size of the file, such as in the case of 235 U, is preferable.
